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3 religions 
Intercultural learning as a tool for focusing on inter - religious dialogue 

Training Course 
 

 
Objectives: 
* To raise the issue of peace building and tolerance 
* To improve knowledge on Christianism, Judaism and Islam 
* To strengthen on the concept of “Anti-racism, xenophobia” and study to how far it affects our motivation 
of perceiving other cultural identities of different faith and spiritualities’ 
 
Activities: 
The training Course will be divided in 3 phases: 
* Theoretical knowledge about the 3 cultures (similarities and differences) and concrete example of good 
living together 
* Gathering of intercultural methods which will help youth workers, youth leaders, trainers in their everyday 
work with youths living in multicultural context and in Euro-Med Action 1 and 2 projects 
* Training on Project management in Euro-Med Action 1 and 2. Networking organization for good 
partnership 
 
Partners: 
* Coordinator: CESIE – European Centre of Studies and Initiatives (Italy)  
* IMAZIS (Morocco) 
* YWCA (Jordan) 
* Association d'animation aducative kalaa kebira (Tunisia) 
* E2000 International limited (United Kingdom) 
* Palestinian Youth Union (Palestine) 
* The european meeting centre-Nowy staw foundation (Poland) 
* Youth forum Ashdod (Israel) 
* Echo Innovation Group (Hungary) 
* Euro-med movement (Malta) 
* Waseela institution for training and development (Egypt) 
* Jonge Socialisten in de Pvda (Netherland) 
 
Date of project: 01/07/2006 - 30/12/2006 
 
DG of reference: DG EAC, Youth in Action Programme – Action 5, Support Measure 
 
Contact: 
CESIE: marie.marzloff@cesie.org 
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